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• Interactive visualization of 
large quantities of data

• Promote physical 
navigation

Collaborative Work



  Real-time monitoring of geolocated data  Real-time monitoring of geolocated data
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Exploratory Visualization of Astronomical Data on Ultra-high-resolution Wall Displays
E. Pietriga, F. del Campo, A. Ibsen, R. Primet, C. Appert, O. Chapuis, M. Hempel, R. Muñoz, S. Eyheramendy Duerr, E. Pietriga, F. del Campo, A. Ibsen, R. Primet, C. Appert, O. Chapuis, M. Hempel, R. Muñoz, S. Eyheramendy Duerr, 
A. Jordan, H. Dole, A. Jordan, H. Dole, Astronomical Telescopes and InstrumentationAstronomical Telescopes and InstrumentationAstronomical Telescopes and InstrumentationAstronomical Telescopes and Instrumentation, SPIE, 2016 (invited paper), SPIE, 2016 (invited paper), SPIE, 2016 (invited paper), SPIE, 2016 (invited paper)



  Interaction and Visualization Techniques  Interaction and Visualization Techniques

  Engineering of Interactive Systems  Engineering of Interactive Systems

Computer-Supported Cooperative Work
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10 nodes + 2 masters
• 15x5 tiles (960x960) 
• 10 NVidia K5000
• Linux Ubuntu 2014
• 40 Intel Xeon cores
• ??? GB RAM
• SSD+HDD storage

1Gb eth network
Vicon motion tracker (6 cameras)
Very narrow bezels
PQLabs multi-touch frame

12 nodes + 1 master
• 6x4 tiles (1920x1080)
• 24 NVidia Quadro 2000
• Linux Fedora 19
• 144 Intel Xeon cores
• 156 GB RAM
• SSD+HDD storage (10TB)

1 Gb eth network
No motion tracking
Narrower bezels
ZaagTech multi-touch frame

16 nodes + 2 masters
• 8x4 tiles (2560x1600)
• 36 NVidia GeForce GT8800
• Mac OS X & Linux Ubuntu
• 144 Intel Xeon cores
• 192 GB RAM
• HDD storage (10TB)

1Gb eth network
Vicon motion tracker (10 cameras)
Fat bezels

ANDES (Santiago de Chile)WILD (Paris, France) WILDER (Paris, France)



Rapid Development of User Interfaces on Cluster-Driven Wall Displays with jBricks
Pietriga, Huot, Nancel & Primet - ACM EICS 2011 



Rapid Development of User Interfaces on Cluster-Driven Wall Displays with jBricks
Pietriga, Huot, Nancel & Primet - ACM EICS 2011 



 Vicon cameras
• Near IR
• 200 Hz
• Sub-millimeter accuracy



Data: 
- Distributing multi-scale HDR images 
- Handling collections of images 
- Dynamic color lookup table/scaling algorithm 
- Handling heterogeneous data sources (SIMBAD queries, PDF documents, …)

Interaction: 
- Gestures, multiple input devices (handheld devices, RT motion tracking, …) 
- View management 
- Collaborative work

Data: 
- Distributing multi-scale HDR images Distributing multi-scale HDR images 

Constraint FREE ANCHORED
Reference EXTERNAL INTERNAL EXTERNAL INTERNAL

Shape LINEAR CIRCULAR LINEAR CIRCULAR LINEAR CIRCULAR LINEAR CIRCULAR

1 CP

2 CP

3 CP
4 CP ... ... ... ...
5 CP ... ... ... ...

Figure 1: Design space for multi-touch gestures. Pictures show a subset of this space by illustrating only gesture classes that involve
from 1 to 3 contact points (CP) and that feature at most one anchor (the thumb).

Constraint refers to the behavior of the contact points, that are ei-
ther active or static. A gesture is free when all contact points are
active. It is anchored when it has at least one static and one active
CPs. Our design space only considers gestures with at least one
active CP. Chord gestures, where all the CPs are static, have previ-
ously been carefully studied [6]. The Reference dimension reflects
if an invariant point serves as a reference for gesture execution or
not. Gestures are internal if there is a reference, being the centroid
of contact points for free gestures or the anchor digit for anchored
gestures. The Shape dimension captures the gestures’ form. When
creating the design space, we consciously decided to include only
simple shapes: linear or circular.

The design space, illustrated in Figure 1 with a subset of gestures,
is obtained by crossing the values of the above dimensions. In prac-
tice, the space is reduced by two main constraints. Both anchored
and internal free gestures cannot be defined when the gesture in-
volves only one contact point. Nevertheless, the design space still
contains 18 free and 116 anchored gestures. This number is de-
rived by identifying all possible finger combinations that yield dis-
cernible patterns of contact points. For example, a 3-finger an-
chored gesture can have one or two anchor points which can be
either adjacent or divided, resulting in a total of six combinations
for these gesture classes.

However, not all gestures are feasible. Strong enslaving of middle
and ring fingers [29, 30] will, for example, make any gesture where
those two do not act in unison very difficult or even impossible.
The form factor of the device also affects what proportion of the
design space can be used. Large devices such as tabletops allow
for gestures with up-to-five contact points, or even the use of both
hands. On the other hand, using more than three fingers on a tablet
is often cumbersome. This number is reduced even further for small
and very small devices such as smartphones and watches.

The full design space is quite large. As a first evaluation, we
opt to study further a subset of gestures for a tablet-sized device,
GStablet. We explicitly choose gestures that are the least chal-

lenging from the perspective of finger-coordination, have two or
three contact points and a maximum of one anchor point (second
and third lines of Figure 1). The gestures may involve the thumb,
index, middle and/or ring fingers; but participating fingers are al-
ways adjacent to each other. The anchor point is always the thumb,
as it is one of the most independent fingers [9, 29], in particular
when acting in parallel to the other ones [22]. This set consists of
16 gesture classes. Within each gesture class, we consider differ-
ent directions. Linear external gestures are along one of the four
cardinal directions (NORTH, EAST, SOUTH, WEST). Linear internal
gestures go either TOWARDS or AWAY from the gesture’s reference
point. Circular gestures can be either clockwise (CW) or counter-
clockwise (CCW). From this set of 40 gestures, we excluded the 8
anchored external linear gestures based on user feedback collected
during informal preliminary tests (grayed out in Figure 1). These
gestures are actually both uncomfortable and difficult to perform.
In the end, GStablet consists of 32 gestures.

The range of motion of gestures in the design space is not uniform.
Limiting factors can be anatomical, such as the length of the in-
volved fingers and the flexibility of the hand. The size of the device
may also limit the gesture amplitude. Free external linear gestures
can, for example, only be as long as the size of the screen, while
free internal circular gestures are limited by how much fingers and
wrist can ab- and adduct, as well as by shoulder movement. Ex-
ternal circular gestures are, on the other hand, infinite in range, as
users can perform as many rotations as they wish. Gestures that
have a limited range may suit well for discrete controls to, e.g.,
replace a button. Gestures that can be repeated for an arbitrary du-
ration can be used for continuous controls to, e.g., replace a slider.

3.2 Recognition Engine
We now describe the recognition engine we have implemented on a
Samsung Galaxy SII tablet (resolution 59 pixels per cm) to discrim-
inate the different types of gestures introduced above. To enable
continuous control, our algorithm is incremental. It analyzes the
finger traces in a recognition loop that starts as soon as one finger
touches the surface. To detect static fingers, the loop runs at a fre-

Multi-touch gestures for discrete and continuous control 
Olafsdottir and Appert - ACM AVI 2014



FITS-OW: Visualization of large HDR imagery



Evaluating Multi-user Selection for Exploring Graph Topology on Wall Displays
A. Prouzeau, A. Bezerianos, O. Chapuis, A. Prouzeau, A. Bezerianos, O. Chapuis, IEEE Transactions on Visualisation and Computer Graphics (TVCG)IEEE Transactions on Visualisation and Computer Graphics (TVCG) 2016 2016 2016 2016 2016 2016

Towards Road Traffic Management with 
Forecasting on Wall Displays
A. Prouzeau, A. Bezerianos, O. Chapuis
ACM Interactive Surfaces and Spaces (ISS)ACM Interactive Surfaces and Spaces (ISS) 2016 2016 2016

Trade-offs between a Large Vertical Display and 
Two Desktops in a Collaborative Path-Finding TaskTwo Desktops in a Collaborative Path-Finding Task

A. Prouzeau, A. Bezerianos, O. Chapuis
Graphics Interfaces (GI), 2017 2017 2017
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 KAM: Data Management & Dependencies



 KAM: Multi-scale Navigation



 KAM: Multi-scale Navigation



 KAM: Route & Sensor History KAM: Route & Sensor History KAM: Route & Sensor History




